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Piano solo arrangements of all 17 tracks from the 2011 album release by this Korean classical/pop
crossover star are featured in this songbook. Includes his most prominent hit "River Flows in You"
plus: Chaconne * Destiny of Love * Fairy Tale * Indigo * Kiss the Rain * Love Me * Poem * Sky *
Wait There * and more.
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If you take a notice, Yiruma's "Do you..?" has two versions: the old original version (2005) and the
new 10th Anniversary version (2012). The two versions are quite different.The "Do you..?" in this
book is obviously the old original version, not the version of the album "The Best: Reminiscent 10th
Anniversary". That's why I gave this product 2 stars ---it is not the same as described!The
differences of the two versions can be easily tell:Old Version Link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6QkB3K4ZIEI10th Anniversary Version:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1PYpbiFLnqsThe sheet of the old original "Do you..?" can be
easily found online while the sheet for new version of the 10th Anniversary can not be found.I order
this book to play the 10th Anniversary Version "Do you...?" but end up getting a sheet that can be
easily found online... what a pity...

I love Yiruma, so these songs are great to me. However, the arrangements are not same as the
ones I was used used to playing, which I got free online. It's simplified and edited in this book. I
prefer the old ones, but the changes are pretty subtle and unless you're really familiar with the old
arrangements, you wouldn't really mind or even notice it. I'm not sure if these changes were made
by Yiruma himself or the editor of the book.It feels like a pretty basic paperback, but with a shiny
and sturdier cover. It can be quite hard to keep open at the piano, unless it's well-used and you
press hard along the spine to make impressions to keep the pages flat for reading.Level of playing
is average or intermediate, about ABRSM Grade 4-6 level.Another issue for me was that the staves
could be more compact- they could fit more into a page and avoid needing to turn the pages more
often than necessary. Also, there could be more thought given to where is the best part of the piece
to cut off before turning the page without a break in playing.But overall, a good book to have for
Yiruma lovers. Just listen to some of his pieces online, and if you like it, you'll have a blast playing
this.

My daughter really loves playing this music. It is challenging to play but for a level 4 or higher it
should be fine. It goes from level 3-6 according to my daughter. We found him on youtube and when
we want serenity we play his music. He is an excellent composer and musician.

Good collection of Yirumas piano works, but the music appears to have been simplified, which may
be good or bad depending on your skill level (bad in my case as a player of Chopin etudes level).
Also it doesn't have the new intro for Chacconne.

I really like that the songs are easy to play but I only like a few of them enough to learn them and
play them. My favorite is "River Flows in You". Still Yiruma is very talented and I'd recommend the
book to anyone who is a fan of this style of piano.

While it took longer to receive because of the "new" shipping method of and USPS putting it in
someone else's mailbox; it was so worth the wait. I love Yiruma. The sheet music is as wonderful as
he is an artist. Yiruma is the only artist I listen to on a daily basis.

very beautiful music. I've played piano for 17 years, pieces range from easy to intermediate. All the
songs are lovely, print is clear. The songs vary a little bit from the recorded CD version, but not too

off track. :) i play something from this every day. only con is i wish it were spiral bound.
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